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Cross-Reference To Related Applications

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. Non-Provisional Application No. 15/274,856, filed September 23, 2016, the entirety of which is incorporated by reference herein.

Background

[0002] The background description provided herein is for the purpose of generally presenting the context of the disclosure. Work of the presently named inventors, to the extent it is described in this background section, as well as aspects of the description that may not otherwise qualify as prior art at the time of filing, are neither expressly nor impliedly admitted as prior art against the present disclosure.

[0003] Upgrading applications has been done for generations of electronic devices, from operating systems to programs such as word processors. The process generally involves removing and replacing the application and then re-creating any personalization data such as user dictionaries, bookmarks or the like. In other applications, the new version application may be able to read and incorporate the personalization data used by the previous version application. However, when updating over several generations of updates, the newly installed version may not be able successfully resolve differences in personalization data over multiple generations of updates. In some cases, when updating over multiple versions, a user may be required to successively update in sequence from version to version in order to complete an update to the latest version.

Summary

[0004] A process for updating over an unknown number of editions of applications may use a migration application that evaluates a span between the current edition and a
new edition and modifies personalization data appropriate for the new edition in view of the existing data. The migration application may, in an embodiment, a matrix indicating differences between old and new fields and objects and between each possible edition as well as initial values for fields that are new between a particular set of old and new editions. After storing the personalization data from the current (old) edition, the old edition may be deleted, making room for the migration application. After updating the personalization data to meet the requirements of the new edition, the migration application may be deleted and the new edition may be installed. After installation, the new edition may be able to retrieve the updated personalization data and begin operation with little or no impact on the user.

**Brief Description of the Drawings**

[0005] The figures depict a preferred embodiment for purposes of illustration only. One skilled in the art may readily recognize from the following discussion that alternative embodiments of the structures and methods illustrated herein may be employed without departing from the principles described herein.

[0006] Fig. 1 is a block diagram a system supporting the application update technique in accordance with the current disclosure;

[0007] Fig. 2 is a block diagram illustrating a state of the system during the update;

[0008] Fig. 3 is a block diagram illustrating a state of the system during a continuation of the update;

[0009] Fig. 4 is a block diagram illustrating a state of the system during a continuation of the update;

[0010] Fig. 5 is a block diagram illustrating a state of the system during a continuation of the update;

[0011] Fig. 6 is a block diagram illustrating a state of the system during a continuation of the update;
Computer applications routinely get updated from old versions to new versions. In most cases the updates are applied consecutively from one version to the next, often by an automatic update routine that runs in the background on the computer. Data specific to a user or an instance of an application such as dictionaries, preferences, system specific settings, etc., are stored so that the updated application can retrieve and update the data according to the requirements of the newly-installed application. However, in many current devices whether to update or not is often in the hands of a user who may not be diligent about always installing updates as they are available.
For example, in a mobile phone, tablet, laptop, or other portable device, the user simply may not remember or have interest in performing an update when in a suitable environment, for example, with wall power and with the needed time. Thus, an edition of an application may have missed five, six, or even more minor updates and one or more major updates. In the prior art model, the newly installed application must be capable of reconstructing data and data format changes from the earliest editions of the application to the current edition. This is true even though the code used for processing updates to this personalization data is used only one time and only before the application begins operation for its intended use. In limited memory environments such as a secure element in a chip card or portable electronic device, where application memory is at a premium, a new edition application may not be able to include "single use" update code for all possible combinations of past editions.

Figs. 1-9 illustrate various states of a device 100 implementing the disclosed update migration system and method. The device 100 may be any of a number of computing platforms including but not limited to a smart phone, a tablet, a laptop, a portable payment device or desktop computer. The device 100 may further be any of a number of special use devices such as, but not limited to, industrial process controllers, contacted or contactless access control cards, as well as contacted or contactless payment cards (chip cards). The current disclosure is particularly well-suited to a device 100 that has a limited amount of memory for application storage. For the purpose of illustration, without limitation, Figs. 1-9 refer to an exemplary embodiment in a smart phone, wearable device or similar devices.

The device 100 of Fig. 1 shows generally an operating platform 102 that has well-known components related to operation of a smart phone as an original or companion device including a display 140 that may be a touch screen supporting a user interface, various radio platforms 142 including cellular voice and data, Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, GPS, and near field communication (NFC). The operating platform 102 may also include other components including one or more cameras 144, temperature and motion sensors 146, as well as a processor 150 and memory 148 for executing applications. These elements are not repeated in the remaining illustrations for the sake of clarity.
[0024] The operating platform 102 may also include a trusted manager 104. The trusted manager 104 may be, in one embodiment, a trusted service manager such as is used in a nearfield communication ecosystem. In another embodiment, the trusted manager 104 may be a controlling authority based scheme the same as or similar to that defined in the GlobalPlatform Card specification. The trusted manager 104 may be responsible for interactions with the secure element 106 discussed below. In other embodiments not using a secure element 106, the trusted manager 104 may simply be an update process used by an operating system of the device 100. The trusted manager 104 may be in charge of, among other things, updating the device 102 with new versions of operating system and other core functions including near-field communication interface management.

[0025] The device 100 may also include a secure element 106. The secure element 106 may include a processor 152 and one or more applications 108, 112, 116. Each application may include respective personalization data 110, 114, 118. The personalization data of each of these applications may include user identity information, issuer identity, recent payment history, PIN values, key material, etc. Each application 108, 112, 116, may be associated with a different issuer not only in the area of payment but also access control, identity verification, transit, etc. In the illustration discussed below, each of the applications will be updated, but in practice, any of the applications could be updated individually following the same process.

[0026] The trusted manager 104, after determining that an update is to be performed, may communicate a signal to the applications 108, 112, 116 to begin the update process. Turning to Fig. 2, each of the applications 108, 112, 116 may export or simply store its respective personalization data 110, 114, 118 within the confines of the secure element 106 so that no personal information is put at risk by copying it outside the secure element 106. As illustrated in Fig. 3, the trusted manager 104 may delete each of the applications 108, 112, 116.

[0027] As shown in Fig. 4, a migration application 122 which includes a migration matrix 124 may be downloaded from an application service 120 via network 123 and installed by the trusted manager 104 in the secure element 106. The migration matrix
124, in an embodiment, may include a mapping of every prior edition of the applications being updated to the current version. It is anticipated that in some embodiments the migration application 122 and its associated migration matrix 124 may be customized for each application edition as they become available. In yet other embodiments, each application may have a separate migration application. In that case, the steps described here are repeated for each application. In an embodiment, the sole function of the migration manager 122 is to update the personalization data 110, 114, 118 from the old version to the new version. In other embodiments, the migration manager 122

Table 1 illustrates an exemplary portion of a migration matrix 124 for the application 108 showing changes or conversions to be performed between the previously installed edition of the application 108 and the new edition to be installed. Note that no listing is shown for changes between most recent edition, version 3 and the latest edition version 4. In an embodiment this is simply because there are no version changes between editions 3 and 4. In another embodiment, however, the migration application may understand that the software of edition 4 is capable of recognizing and updating changes from the most recent edition, that is, edition 3. Therefore, the migration application 122 may not need to perform those changes and may move on to another application or simply report that the necessary changes are complete so that the trusted service manager 104 can continue the process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Previous edition</th>
<th>New edition</th>
<th>List of changes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>- Remove SFI 1 record 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Add SFI 3 record 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Add SFI 3 record 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Add SFI 3 record 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Prepare placeholder for CRT components</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Add PAR for in-app</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Update ECI value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Switch to CVN42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 1                | 4           | - Remove SFI 1 record 1                             |
|                  |             | - Switch to CVN42                                  |
Turning to Fig. 5, the migration application 122 may analyze each saved data file 110, 114, 118 to determine its version. The analysis may be accomplished through an analysis of the data itself, that is, by observing the structure and format of the data, or may, in another embodiment, simply have a version identifier embedded in the data 110, 114, 118. The migration application 122 may perform the necessary updates to the respective data files according to the migration matrix.

In the case where a new data record is added, for example, as shown in Table 1 with respect to the edition 0 to edition 4 migration, the migration application 122 may have default values for populating the newly-created records. The newly created data versions 126, 128, and 130 may be generated by the migration application 112 and stored.

In various embodiments, the migration of data may proceed in smaller steps. For example, in one embodiment, retrieving and updating data by the migration application 122 may be one step. After the new version data is generated locally, storing the updated data may be performed as a separate step. In still other embodiments, the migration matrix 124 may simply not be able to provide data for a particular field. In this case, at least a partial provisioning of the application may be required after the completion of the update process.

As shown in Fig. 6 of this illustration, the migration application 122 and the old version data 110, 114, 118 may be deleted. This step may be executed by the migration application 122 itself as the last step of its processing, or may be performed by the trusted manager 104. In an embodiment, the old edition data 110, 114, 118 may be saved in place until after the new edition application is installed an operating so that

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Switch to CVN42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
a rollback to the old edition may be easily accomplished if required. Personalization data is in most cases relatively small so that saving two versions may not reduce the memory sufficiently to prevent installation of the new edition application.

[0033] The new edition applications 132, 134, 136 may be downloaded and installed by the trusted manager 104 as shown in Fig. 7. Fig. 8 may illustrate that the respective recently installed editions retrieve or import their associated data, which, as a result of the migration application, may already be structured and populated for use. Lastly, as shown in Fig. 9, the copies of the updated personalization data may be deleted and the updated applications 132, 134, and 136 are in an operating condition.

[0034] Fig. 10 illustrates an alternative embodiment, showing that the applications being updated may be part of the services used by the device 100. An application 154 with personalization data 156 may be associated with the display 140 while an application 162 and its data 164 may operate with the sensors 146. An application 158 and its data 160 may be one of many standalone applications that are updated on an application-by-application basis. Even though technically there is much more space available outside the secure element 106, every kind of device 100 may eventually run into memory limits where the new and the old editions of applications cannot reside side-by-side during an update. In another case, an application designer may not want to have the baggage of multi-edition update support in each edition. The memory-saving technique described here may be used by an update manager 149 to perform the update process without losing user data, configuration data, or both and with little or no impact on valuable memory space. The update manager 149 may be the same as or similar to the trusted manager 104.

[0035] Fig. 11 is a block diagram illustrating another embodiment of a secure element 106 showing, in this case, that a single application 170 may be supporting multiple instantiations with different uses, for example, a coffee shop pay application 172 and a department store payment application 174. In this case, only the single copy of the application is updated, but multiple copies of personalization data may be updated by the migration application 122 using the process described herein. In such an
embodiment, the instance data 172 and 174 may be stored and updated by the migration application 122 before an updated application 170 is installed.

[0036] Fig. 12 is a block diagram of one embodiment of an application service 120 illustrating that for a particular edition of an application 180, a corresponding migration manager application 182 may be available. In this illustration, both a fourth edition application 180 and a fifth edition application 184 may have corresponding migration applications 182 and 186. Those migration applications 182, 186 may have respective migration matrices that support upgrades for any of the previous versions. Another application 188 at edition 3 also may have a corresponding migration manager with a migration matrix for each of the previous versions.

[0037] Referring to Fig. 13, an alternate configuration of performing the update is discussed. In this embodiment, separate migration managers 122, 192, 196 are installed to individually handle updates to each respective personalization data 110, 114, 118. In one embodiment, each of the separate migration managers 122, 192, 196 may be installed and executed in parallel while in another embodiment the migration managers 122, 192, 196 may execute sequentially. In yet another embodiment, each of the migration managers 122, 192, 196 may be installed one at a time and executed individually and then deleted as described in more detail below. Performing personalization data updates with other combinations of migration managers as also possible.

[0038] Fig. 14 is a flowchart of a method 200 of performing update migration. At block 202, a determination may be made by a trusted manager 104 or other update manager 149 that one or more applications needs to be updated. A signal may be communicated to the application 108 to store its personalization data 110 so that the update may continue.

[0039] At block 206, after the data has been saved, the currently installed application may be deleted, making room for a migration application 122. The migration application 122 may be installed at block 208 and at block 210, the previous edition of the application 108 may be determined. In an embodiment, the migration application 122
may analyze the saved data 110 to determine the edition of the source. In another embodiment, the edition of the application 108 may be explicitly recorded in the saved data 110. In yet another embodiment, the trusted manager 104 may read the edition information as part of initiating the update process.

[0040] At block 212, after the prior edition information is determined, an update course of action may be determined using a migration matrix 124 of the migration application 122. The migration application 122 at block 214 may generate updated personalization data 126 according to the needs of the to-be-installed edition of the application. This may include re-formatting data, deleting or adding records, and populating any new records with default values.

[0041] The migration application 122 and, in one embodiment, the old personalization data 110 may be deleted at block 216. Deletion of the data may occur in a variety of appropriate ways. In one embodiment, the data is written over to delete it. In another embodiment, a pointer to the data in the memory is removed such that the processor no longer knows where the data to be deleted is located and will eventually overwrite it. As discussed above, the old personalization data 110 may be saved in case a rollback is required.

[0042] The new edition application 132 may be installed at block 218 using the memory space freed up by deleting the migration application 122. The process may be completed at block 220 when the updated data 126 is retrieved into the new edition application 132 and the application may be executed using the retrieved data 126.

[0043] The techniques described above may be used for any electronic device 100 that either operates with constrained memory or simply wishes to be conservative in its use of memory. Rather than putting a full suite of update tools in each edition of an application 132, 154, a trusted manager 104 or an update manager 149, after having the necessary application data saved, may delete the existing version and use that memory space to install and run a custom migration application that is tailored for each possible combination of updates. After the data migration is accomplished, the update manager may delete the migration application, freeing up space for the target version.
application. Since the application may be expected to be larger than the migration application, the total space required may be larger than the original install only by the size of the saved data and any increase in the new application. Because both the old and new data may be saved during the installation of the new application, rollback to the previous edition may be accomplished should the new application fail to install or execute. Because the personalization data is not transferred outside the secure element 106, the privacy and security of the information is protected during the update process, reducing or eliminating the need to have updates performed in a secure environment.

[0044] The use of a migration manager benefits both users and application designers. The application designers may focus on application development and separate the overhead of the actual installation and update of personalization data to a separate application, easing concerns about variable use and naming conventions. Application developers also may know they may use the full available memory space and not have to make design decisions based on saving space for upgrade code that never executes during normal operation and introduces another point of failure. Users may benefit from lower device costs when the cost of additional memory is not added onto a product simply to accommodate the update process. Users also may benefit by being able to perform updates without needed to delete photos in order to free memory to accomplish the upgrade.

[0045] The figures depict preferred embodiments for purposes of illustration only. One skilled in the art will readily recognize from the following discussion that alternative embodiments of the structures and methods illustrated herein may be employed without departing from the principles described herein.

[0046] Upon reading this disclosure, those of skill in the art will appreciate still additional alternative structural and functional designs for the systems and methods described herein through the disclosed principles herein. Thus, while particular embodiments and applications have been illustrated and described, it is to be understood that the disclosed embodiments are not limited to the precise construction and components disclosed herein. Various modifications, changes and variations,
which will be apparent to those skilled in the art, may be made in the arrangement, operation and details of the systems and methods disclosed herein without departing from the spirit and scope defined in any appended claims.
Claims

1. A method of updating an application on a device comprising:
   storing a current version of a personalization data set from a current edition application installed on the device;
   deleting the current edition application;
   installing a migration application;
   processing, via the migration application, the current version personalization data to a next version personalization data to meet a requirement of an updated application to be installed on the device;
   deleting the migration application;
   installing the next edition application; and
   retrieving the next version personalization data to the updated application.

2. The method of claim 1, further comprising determining, via the migration application, a version of the current edition application by evaluating the stored current version of the personalization data.

3. The method of claim 1, wherein installing the migration application comprises a trusted manager installing the migration application.

4. The method of claim 1, wherein installing the next edition application comprises installing the next edition application in a memory of a secure element that is part of the device.

5. The method of claim 1, wherein installing the migration application comprises receiving the migration application from an application service connected to the device via a network.
6. The method of claim 1, wherein installing the migration application comprises installing a migration application having a matrix of conversions from a plurality of past versions of the application to the next edition application.

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising:
   storing a second personalization data set corresponding to a second current edition application;
   processing, via the migration application, the second personalization data set to a next version second personalization data set that meets a requirement of an updated second application to be installed on the device;
   installing the updated second application following deletion of the migration application; and
   retrieving, via the updated second application, the next version second personalization data set to the updated second application.

8. The method of claim 1, further comprising repeating the "storing" through "retrieving" steps for each application of a plurality of applications installed on the device, using a separate migration application corresponding to each of the plurality of applications.

9. A system for updating an application over multiple versions in a limited memory environment, the system comprising:
   a device including an operating platform and a secure element;
   the operating platform including a trusted manager that manages interactions with the secure element; and
   the secure element including a processor that executes a migration application that updates stored personalization data over a plurality of skipped updates for a separate application being updated.

10. The system of claim 9, wherein the migration application determines a current version of the stored personalization data prior to updating the
stored personalization data.

11. The system of claim 9, wherein the trusted manager deletes the separate application being updated prior to installing the migration application in the secure element.

12. The system of claim 9, wherein the trusted manager deletes the migration application after the migration application updates the stored personalization data.

13. The system of claim 12, wherein the trusted manager installs an updated application that uses the updated stored personalization data.

14. The system of claim 9, further comprising an application service that makes available at least one version of the migration application for downloading by the trusted manager.

15. The system of claim 14, wherein the trusted manager determines a correct version of the migration application to install based on a latest available version of the updated application at the application service.

16. A method of updating an application on a limited memory device, the method comprising:
installing a migration application on the limited memory device;
determining a version of personalization data for an application that was deleted;
selecting, at the migration application, a transformation to apply to the personalization data based on the version determination;
applying the transformation to the personalization data to generate an updated personalization data; and
deleting the migration application prior to installation of an updated edition of the application.
17. The method of claim 16, further comprising:
signaling an application to export personalization data; and
deleting the application prior to installing the migration application.

18. The method of claim 17, further comprising:
importing the updated personalization data into the updated edition of the
application.

19. The method of claim 17, wherein signaling the application to export the
personalization data comprises signaling the application to export the
personalization data to a space within the limited memory device.

20. The method of claim 16, wherein the limited memory device is a secure element.
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